
 





SHERENE MELINDA is a contemporary London-based designer handbag brand with a vibrant and 

sophisticated, yet playful South African-inspired style. The current collection of luxurious and ethical 

springbok hair-on-hide handbags are offered in a variety of distinctive eye-catching textures and 

shades.

Established in 2013 the brand has gone from strength to strength. Creative Director Sherene has 

a keen eye for detail and inspirational design talent, along with a background in technology and     

business. Using her South African heritage and her cosmopolitan London lifestyle as a source of 

inspiration she has created a niche range of unique and exquisite handbags. 

SHERENE MELINDA has been featured in publications such as Vogue, Tatler, Marie Claire, Elle and 

Collezioni Accessori. The handbags have been seen on the runways of London Fashion Week and 

are regularly exhibited at other International trade shows during Paris and New York Fashion Week.    

Having established a desirable trade customer base in the UK and with a global appeal SHERENE 

MELINDA now has  customers in Europe, the USA, Japan and China.

SHERENE MELINDA releases a fresh collection each year with the introduction of new 

colours following the seasons trends. The 2019 handbag range includes four original designs with 

thoughtful and functional features, maintaining their signature styling with a luxurious and 

glamourous twist.



MINI BAG

Dimensions: 19cm x 13cm x 6.5cm / 7.5” x 5.19” x 2.56”

Small clutch/shoulder bag with a single compartment and zip closure. Hair-on-hide 
flap with magnetic closure. Detachable silver-coloured metal chain strap adjustable 
to short or long. Inside hidden zipped pocket, mobile/pen/lipstick pouch and keyring 
attachment. Offered with a full leather interior and a fan or a stripe hair-on-hide feature.

Colour range includes:  baby blue, fuchsia, natural, red, royal, yellow





MULTIWAY BAG

Dimensions: 33cm x 25cm x 4cm / 12.99” x 9.84” x 1.57”

Medium sized multiway bag. Top  zip closure to single compartment. Dual straps, 
one leather and one silver-coloured metal chain allowing bag to be worn as clutch, 
shoulder bag, wristlet or crossbody bag. Inside hidden zipped pocket, mobile/
pen/lipstick pouch and keyring attachment. Hair-on-hide featured on front panel. 
Offered with a full leather interior and a fan or a stripe hair-on-hide feature.

Colour range includes:  baby blue, black, earth, orange, royal, violet, yellow







HOBO

Dimensions: 30cm x 38cm x 20cm / 11.81” x 14.96” x 7.87”

Medium/large sized diamond shaped hobo bag with main open compartment and 
hidden magnetic closure. Inside hidden zipped pocket, mobile/pen/lipstick 
pouch and keyring attachment. Hair-on-hide featured on front angled panel. 
Offered with a full leather interior and a fan or a stripe hair-on-hide feature.

Colour range includes:  baby blue, red, royal, winter



TOTE

Dimensions: 38cm x 28cm x 8cm / 14.96” x 11.02” x 3.15”

Medium/large portfolio style tote bag with a single main compartment and zip 
closure.   Hair-on-hide feature on front. Hidden back pocket. Detachable leather and 
silver-coloured metal chain strap adjustable to short or long. Inside hidden zipped 
pocket, large pouch pocket, mobile/pen/lipstick pouch and keyring attachment. 
Offered with a full leather interior and a fan or a stripe hair-on-hide feature.

Colour range includes:  black, earth, royal, winter





Handbags are made using ethical springbok hair-on-hide and Italian nappa leather 
with interior lining of soft natural eco-friendly leather.
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